Personality Modulates the Efficacy of Art Intervention on Chronic Pain in a Population of Patients with Alzheimer's Disease.
Alzheimer's disease (AD) mainly occurs in elderly individuals. Comorbidities and chronic pain are frequent in this population. Previous studies revealed that personality modulates both chronic pain (CP) andADoccurrence and evolution. Moreover, as pain treatments can induce side-effects, non-drugs treatments, such as art interventions, are interesting alternative therapies for decreasing CP in these patients. Our aim was to assess the potential role of personality traits on art intervention efficacy for reducing CP in a population of patients with mild AD. Design: multicenter randomized controlled trial. Fifty mild AD patients underwent a 12-week art intervention including singing and painting groups. Personality was assessed with the Big Five Inventory before the sessions. CP was measured with Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) [Usual pain (NRS-U) and most Intense pain (NRS-I)], Simple Visual Scale [Usual pain (SVS-U) and most Intense pain (SVS-I)] and Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) before and after the sessions. The influence of personality traits on CP evolution before and after art intervention was assessed with multiple linear regression models. A positive association was observed between neuroticism and the evolution of three CP measures including NRS-U (B = 0.34, p = 0.01), SVS-U (B = 0.20, p = 0.04), and BPI-U (B = 0.46, p = 0.02) evolution. No significant relationship was observed between neuroticism and NRS-I, SVS-I and BPI-R evolution. Our findings suggest that neuroticism can decrease the efficacy of group art intervention on pain in patients with mild AD. Individual therapies could be more appropriate for these patients. These results emphasize the interest of taking into account patients' personality before proposing them to participate to a group therapy.